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President ' s Corner
Charles J . LaBlonde

We Can Do It!

Last fall we tried an experiment which you, the members, made
an unqualified success . Please help us do it again this year.

Other than the publication of Tell, our most labor intensive
activity is the annual collection of dues . We don't like to dwell on
money but we cannot ignore the business aspects of our society.
Last fall we mailed you a dues notice, separate from Tell, and asked
you to pay before December 31st . This allowed us to close our
books in a timely manner and to determine a proper print run for
the January/February Tell . We're asking you to help us again.

Around October 1st, you will get a dues bill from AHPS along
with a ballot for the election of officers and some other items.
Please take just 5 minutes, right when it comes and send us your
dues . You'll be saving your volunteer officers many hours of labor.
Our goal this year is to have 100% of our dues collected by
December 31st and avoid follow ups completely. Yes, we can do it!

And, since you need to write to us this one time each year
anyway, please take the time to share your ideas and/or concerns
with us . What would you like to see in Tell that might help with
your collection? What's your favorite cover . . . maybe nobody else
has ever seen one like it? Your opinions and desires are important.
Don't let us operate in a vacuum, cut off from the expectations of
our membership.

Thanks and happy collecting!
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

To continue my story about T-cancel stamps in the last issue, I
wrote Mr. H. L. Katcher, who operates the Amateur Collector and
is a dealer of these items, asking him if he could provide additional
information about their origin . In his response he describes another
reason for their use that I had not known before : that they were
used to pay for post-paid return mail items, such as return mail
response cards, etc . The PO would accumulate and total the charges
at periodic intervals and postage stamps would be canceled in one
way or another to "pay" the charge . Mr. Katcher writes that there
were two ways this was done:

"If the Licensee [return mail permit holder] did not specify what
stamps were to be used, the Postmaster would, to save work, cancel
as many of the top values as necessary." Mr. Katcher provided
some examples (Figs . 1 & 2) showing high-value definitives affixed
to PO forms and T-canceled.

Secondly, "if the Licensee did specify, he could bring his own
stamps to be canceled or request any stamps the Postmaster had on
the counter, other than charities [semi-postals] . The owners of the
firms having such Licenses (or, human nature being what it is, an
employee) soon realized that there was an end product money-wise
if they had stamps, particularly commemoratives, perfectly and
neatly canceled, i .e . SOTN.

"T-cancels were extremely popular in the 1960s and I970s and
naturally I looked for suppliers who could let me have not incon-
siderable quantities which I then needed . I found two such
suppliers (one each in the areas of Type A and B cancels [circle-T
and outline-T]) and had no reason to change them or buy elsewhere.
This explains your findings that almost all cancellations have the
identical fault markings in the strike ."

In my article, I raised the question of manufacture for profit of
these items. Obviously, these items are genuine and legal in that
they were created out of legitimate postal use. As to manufacture,
I guess it depends on your point of view. Collectors often manipu-
late postal rules to create collectable items and some T-cancels
certainly fall into that category.

Not all T-cancels are of the two types previ-
ously mentioned. This example shows a different
cancel and others exist . Some were even hand-
written when a canceling device was not avail-
able; Figure 3 shows a Liechtenstein postal card,
which was mailed from within Switzerland . The
value imprint has been enclosed with circles
indicating that was invalid for postage; a postage
due stamp was applied and annulled with an "UNGÜLTIG" cancel
and, two days later, a definitive (Z 205) was used to collect postage
due and marked with a handwritten T.
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Figure 1 ; Canceled High Values

Figure 2; Reverse of Figure 1
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Figure 3

Every collector should have some T-cancel usages in his or her
collection, especially on cover or piece.

Due to bad weather, the special Pro Aero flight Zürich
(Dübendorf)-Samedan-Agno-Geneva-Zürich (Dübendorf), scheduled
for 19 May, was actually flown on 27 May . Flown covers were
canceled with the planned postmarks . Special marks were added to
note the postponement (in the local language of the departure city)
and the covers received arrival postmarks (on the reverse) from the
cities noted . I can't say for sure, but the plane, a Junkers Ju-52,
is nearly 50 years old and was probably limited to flying only under
visual flight rules because it lacks modern instrumentation.

The Swiss PTT recently reported issue totals for several stamps
including the 2 .50 Franc rooster reprint on non-luminescent paper
(Z 542x); a total of 5,017,000 were issued . This stamp was not
distributed to new issue subscribers and no announcements were
made at the time . Consequently, it's considered hard to find and
dealer prices are high . While five million stamps is not huge, it is
substantial and there must be some out there . Considering the
denomination, many should be here in the Americas . Additionally,
the issue total for last year's flood relief stamp is 8,278,000.

The PTT is also considering reimposing limited validity for all
special and definitive postage stamps . This is encountering strong
resistance . Michael Rutherfoord thinks it likely that only the oldest
stamps of the 1930s and 1940s will be invalidated ; i .e ., the 1938
high values, 1941 medium values, perhaps the 1949 low values, and
post cards of 1935 and the Edelweiss wrapper of 1938.

New catalogs are on the way which include an Amateur Collector
Catalog priced in U.S. dollars this Fall and a new Zumstein
Specialized due to appear early next year.
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Since many of you may be heimattreu and postcard collectors, I
thought this might be of interest . Verlag Käppeli AG, Im Tobel,
CH-8143 Buchenegg-Stallikon has published a 240 page book,
SchweizerAnsichtskarten,1894-1925, which contains about 3640
reduced reproductions of Swiss cities, towns and landscapes as well
as famous tourist views and attractions. The view cards, about 15
per page, are from all Swiss cantons and from the period advertised,
with some forerunners as far back as 1824 (unless that is a misprint
in the announcement!) . Illustrations cover 280 pages and another 60
pages give headings, informational text and pricing basics as well as
methods of printing and techniques. Collator is Kurt Käppeli.
Price SFr 39 .- plus seamail postage of about SFr 7 .-.

A recent writer enclosed some infor-
mation with the reason being that I "like
forgery business ." Actually, I don't like
forgeries, but I do like to keep everyone
aware of their existence . A note from
the Berlin philatelist Neuhold has in-
directly reached my desk about this
Liechtenstein cancellation forgery on a
very rare Liechtenstein 10 Rp . official
stamp of 1932 (ZNr. D2C). Whoever
faked this one was fortunately careless
because a look at the date reveals the
year "78" by which time the stamp had
long been demonetized . The faker prob-
ably tried to increase his gains on a genuine, but either gumless or
badly hinged stamp by affixing the fake cds (which has also been
reported as having been seen on other good FL values).

Recent issues have featured new articles from Henry Ratz, Felix
Ganz, Harlan Stone, Bob Zeigler and others . As editor, I really
appreciate original writing and I'm sure you, dear reader, do also.
But, don't sit back and let the same members do all of the work.
Tell needs new articles . Without them, Tell would only be a few
ads, a reprint or two, and my drivel -- very boring . I'd like to
encourage you to write about your favorite area of Swiss, Liech-
tenstein or UN Geneva philately (the latter two being conspicuous
by their absence in recent issues) . Give it a try, it's not hard.

It's possible that many of you have not heard about our sister
publication "Liechtenstudy" which serves the needs of Liechtenstein
collectors . They have just started a series of an English translation
of a landmark article on the Kosel series (Sc . 94-107) . The journal
is published quarterly and is available with membership in the
Liechtenstein Study Group for $5 per year ($7 overseas) . Contact
Max Rheinberger at the address listed in our masthead.
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AHPS World Stamp Expo Display

	

Harlan Stone

Our society has signed up for one of the single-frame exhibits
that will publicize philatelic organizations at World Stamp Expo '89,
the international show to be held Nov . 17-20 and Nov . 24-Dec. 3
in Washington D.C. during the Universal Postal Union Congress
there. As AHPS publicity chairman, I have the job of coordinating
preparation of this "showcase" of Swiss philately . The purpose of
the display is to attract more people to stamp collecting and,
specifically, to our society. In keeping with this objective, most of
the material will be representative and low-cost . The show
committee will prepare the first and last page on each frame so that
they will be uniform in appearance. We will provide the philatelic
material . An initial proposal for our display follows:

1. Description of Swiss collecting area
2. Pre-stamp postal history (two covers)
3. Cantonal stamps
4. Rayon and Strubel stamps
5. Sitting Helvetia proofs and stamps
6. Cross & Figure and Sitting Helvetia stamps
7. William Tell and Tell Boy stamps and tête-bêche cover
8. 1963 Red Cross and 1974 Internaba souvenir sheets
9. Bundesfeier card and a set of Pro Patria stamps

10. Pro Juventute coat-of-arms set and 1941 souvenir sheet
11. Publicity cancels
12. Air mail stamps
13. Postage due stamps and T-due cover
14. International organization overprints
15. Postal stationery (envelope/postal card/wrapper)
16. Description of AHPS and source of membership information

If you would like to participate, let me know which page of
material you can loan. I need help especially with pages 3, 9, 10,
11, 12 and 14 . I will mount all material, which the show will
insure . All participants will receive credit on page 16.

Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan Stone

William C . Norby

	

Swiss UPU Issues of 1900 and 1924 ; ROPEX ; Silver.
Harlan F . Stone

	

Swiss Domestic Postage Due Covers ; Philatelic Show (New
England) ; Vermeil, APS Research Medal.
Swiss Domestic Postage Due Covers ; NOJEX; Gold, Schneider
Award (best chapter member exhibit).

Literature Class:
Gene Kelly Catalog of the Fiscal Stamps of the Kanton & Gemeinden of

Switzerland, Vol . II; Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Literature
Fair ; Silver-Bronze.
Revenue Philatelist ; Cardinal Spellman Fair ; Bronze.
Catalog of the Fiscal Stamps of the Kanton 8z Gemeinden of
Switzerland, Vols . I and II ; Finlandia 88 ; Silver-Bronze.
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Changing Times - Changing Taste

Advance publicity for the
50th Anniversary of Stamp

Day led to expectations of
special cancels on super-neat

covers and cards . Months before
the designated first Sunday in

December, the PTT had issued a
stamp reasonably attractive to the

philatelic temperament . Also, the
promoters of the ZUBRA 87 exhibi-

tion to be held December 4-6 adver-
tised early with a self stick label some-

what more gutsy (see above original).
With no inkling of what the exhibi-

tion's official cover would look like, I deco-
rated three envelopes with enlarged elements

of the label plus water-color "outriggers" in
tints to match the stamps affixed for return

postage . These went to Zurzach wrapped in
some dollar bills, with a request to have official

mementos sealed inside for air dispatch to Ohio.
The official card from Zurzach is basically a

reproduction in red and black of the announcement
made in 1937 . . . rather stodgy design for those days

and about as stimulating as a handful of birdseed
today . It's logical to tell the history of how Stamp

Day came to be, but an envelope stiffener or a back-
up text on a card would have opened a brighter design

opportunity for some Swiss graphic artist . R.L . Rainey
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The 71 Rappen Printed Matter Rate

	

Henry Ratz

Mr. de Beaumont's article about the 7+ centime rates in Tell
(1/88) eloquently demonstrated that not all items in your collections
have to be 130 years old or older to take some credits from the vast
reservoir of postal history . In fact, the last 60 years offer as many
interesting aspects as any earlier period . If you're slightly more
interested in Swiss philately than waiting for the arrival of new
issues from Bern, this century offers tremendous potential for
gathering great material, sometimes at incredible bargains . But like
gold, it does not jump into your hands, one must dig!

Take that 7+c dark olive Tellboy (Zumstein 171) : I'll bet you
anything (almost) that there are still dozens, if not hundreds, left on
covers and cards in dealers' boxes around the USA, although they
are considered to be rather elusive in Switzerland . Let me explain
why I think this to be the case . But before I do that, I'd like to
provide a little background information.

The photo on page 31 of Tell, (1/88) is ever so slightly
mislabeled . Since the 7+c rate was approved for papers and printed
matter of up to 50g to a foreign destination only, the example
shown would not have qualified for that rate if it were a letter, as
described . But it looks like a letter, you say . Almost . The small
size and the date of 13-XII-28 would indicate that the cover shown
contained one of those typical economy-size Swiss Christmas cards.
With five words or less, flap unsealed and tucked-in, it qualified for
the printed matter rate.

If you own a regular Zumstein catalog, you'll see, next to the
catalog value for #171 on cover, an odd symbol -- a circled R . It
has nothing to do with either 'registered trademark' or 'registered .'
It's strictly an extra footnote symbol (any so-called dingbat symbol
would have done the trick) . But what is it's significance? The
explanation in the catalog say that this symbol means that all postal
items with a franking of a single 7+c stamp trade at substantially
higher levels than those with a 7½ in combination with other
denominations in a mixed franking . In other words, the catalog
price reflects tradings of mail pieces of such mixed frankings, most
likely with 'inland' letter and card rates of 2½+7½ or 2x7½+5, of
which thousands still are around . If you go through the Zumstein
catalog, you'll find that only a handful of Swiss stamps take on such
extra value when found as single franking on covers . This is
important to remember when riffling through dealer boxes . On the
other hand, for those of you with a Zumstein Special catalog, the
price for #171 on cover (auf brief) reflects the higher valuation of
a single 7+c franking . So does the Michel catalog.

Now, as to the theory of why this item is so scarce and why I
think there are quite a few left in the US . Take a look at the
example on the next page, a promotional postcard from Mr . Szekula,
a prominent international stamp dealer of considerable reputation
(good and bad) to a prospective buyer of "first rate ra[ri]ties from
Europe and oversea[s] ."
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We all have seen or own some of his products, envelopes with
mixed denominations on the reverse side . Almost every single item
I have seen from him had the collector in mind when he affixed the
stamps, yet very few of his covers would we tag as philatelic today.
On the contrary, the bulk of his covers are postal history in living
color. The card shown here is obviously a bit more distinguished
than many of his colorful franking with Tell-Bust and Tell-Boy
tête-bêches galore.
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As an added feature, and to the delight of this collector, that
card was sharply canceled on the machine canceler at Luzern 2 with
the flag #0 .2 .16, at a time when the Swiss ran, like the USPS is still
doing today (unfortunately), the flag on the right and the circular
date crown on the left. Add to that what one AHPS member
pointed out not too long ago, the Swiss cross used in the Luzern flag
is much narrower than any of the crosses in the same flags used in
some 28 other post offices . How come? There is no explanation
for it other than the knowledge that cancels and flags were still
engraved by hand then . Maybe the engraver for the Luzern flag
was an apprentice or had a Monday morning hangover.

At first look, this card is clearly a promotional type of business
paper or printed matter with foreign destination for which the 7½c
rate was intended. Look closer! It says on top, "Carte postale" and
the text on the reverse is dated, typewritten, and signed . That's not
a 7+ Rappen card, that looks more like a 20 Rp . rate card. How
did Mr. Szekula get away with this? Well, what about old dogs and
new tricks? Mr . Szekula must have been the co-inventor of
personalized junk mail . Take a look at the date on the back and
compare it with when he mailed that card . Further (and what you
cannot see here in print), both the text on the back and the
signature were produced from a stencil on a mimeograph machine
in purple ink . So the card was 'imprinted' in substantial quantities
far ahead of actual mailing and then he cleverly matched the purple
ink with a purple typewriter ribbon to type the addresses making it
look like every card was typed and signed individually.

For a postal rate inspector, it could have been a border-line case,
but I'm sure Mr . Szekula had them around his finger at Luzern
Station 2. Big postal patrons talk, even in Switzerland.

The bulk of Mr . Szekula's foreign customers were Americans . I
guess he was a member of APS so he could pick off member names
and addresses . How many of these cards did he send to US
philatelists during those 2+ years when this special 7½c rate was in
effect (Jan . 1, 1928 to June 30, 1929)? In my opinion, a substantial
number . How many survived we will never know unless you start
digging in those boxes.

But why would it be scarce on cover when over 22 million were
produced and sold? The majority, obviously, went on junk mail to
a non-collecting crowd outside Switzerland and 22 million disappear
fast when used for papers and printed matter . But the real reason
is that a lot of that type of mail during those 2½ years was franked
by corporations on their new labor-saving tool, the postage meter.
The following example is a nice piece from that period . Roche, the
right leg of today's Hoffmann-La Roche, apparently targeted in
early 1929 the Swedish doctors peddling their new laxative . This is
among the first meter impressions with added circular town and date
cancel and slogan position, as made possible on the machines from
Hasler AG of Bern . All three elements are obtained in one pass
through the machine and are printed in red.
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The next example shows a 5x multiple of that 7+c rate . Mr. Sigg
got a copy or two of the newspaper while vacationing in France.
Meter #287 belonged to the NeueZürcherZeitung and you'll find
many of its imprints on wrappers (or earlier, labels) with 7½, 15,
22½, 30, 37+ franking . However, there are no known 45, 52+, 67+
or 82½ documents from this or any other machine of this period.



From the same rate period comes the following open business
envelope . It shows a new indicia design that saw its debut with the
introduction of a new franking machine by Hasler, the so-called
F22, around the end of October 1929 . Franking value possibilities
for the 7+c rate could be expressed in a 2½, 3+ and 4½ digit form.

The example above represents a 4+ digit form and the total
impression, in red, includes the cds separated by a large space from
the indicia which is reserved for an advertising slogan . I don't
believe a 3+ digit 007½ is known to exist . However, there should be
some around in a 2½ digit form expressed as 07+, from either one
of two machines that were so equipped . They were meter #4008,
belonging to the firm Gonza SA in Geneva and meter #4281 of
M&P also in Geneva . Thus far I have not been able to locate one,
a photocopy would be highly appreciated . It could look like this:

To close, it can be said that few 7+c single franking survived in
great numbers intact on covers, cards or wrappers because they were
associated with printed matter and sent to foreign destinations.
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AHPS MAIL AUCTION

Auction #80 values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector catalogs or estimated
retail unless otherwise stated; 1 SFr = $ .65 and £1 = 1 .66 . The closing date is
October 23, 1988 . Submit bids to : William R . Lucas, P .O .Box 228, Aurora, IL 60507

Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est
1 10 (Z 17II) Used with Zumstein Cert . "genuine condition : good".

Very nice CDS NEUCHATEL ; nice margins ; pretty	 $130 .00
2 12 (Z 20) Used with Zumstein Cert . "Genuine . Stamp is thinned in

the top right corner ." Thin is facial scrape . Interesting green
grill cancel ; est	 $20/25 .00

3 84a (Z 69c) Used, partial cds RORSCHACH 11 .X .92 ; corner perf
crease	 $97 .50

4 89 (Z 66B) Used, just F, cds	 $78 .00
5 95 (Z 68C) Used, heavy cds BERN 29 .XII .92 ; F	 $39 .00
6 (Z 69C) Unused hinged, hinge thin ; VG/F; Min . $600 .00	 $715 .00
7 136a (Z 107) Unused, light cds, 3 .11 .09 ; VF	 $65 .00
8 184 (Z 131) Unused, LH, VF, 2 short perfs	 $234 .00
9 (Z 164y) Used, partial cds, 2 short perfs 	 $42 .00

10 232a (Z 205z) Unused VLH, VF	 $12 .M
11 406/9 (Z 381/4) Mint NH, F/VF ; very slight gum disturbance on 5Fr . $32 .50

SEMI-POSTALS - SEMI-POSTALS

12 B4 Z WI 4 Used F/VF, cds ; 2 short perfs	 $45 .50
13 B6 (Z WI 6) Mint NH ; VF	 $169 .00
14 B15/7 Z WI 15/7) Used F/VF ; #15 slogan, #16 wavy line, #17 cds . $29 .00
15 B25/8 (Z WI 25/8) Used F/VF ; cds	 $71 .50
16 B90a (Z WII 1z) Mint NH, VF ; grilled gum	 $40 .50

SOUVENIR SHEETS - SOUVENIR SHEETS

17 B132 (Z WIII 18) Mint NH	 $58 .50
18 B131 (Z WIII 14) Mint NH	 $71 .50
19 352a (Z WIII 35) Used, cds ; nice	 $91 .00
20 371a ( Z WIII 38 ) Mint NH	 $18 .00

COVERS - COVERS

21 371a (Z WIII 35) Souvenir Sheet on FDC, cachet 	 $23 .00
22 376/7 (Z 349/50) FDC, unaddressed, cachet 	 $23 .00
23 B222/6 Z WII 61/65) FDC, addressed, registered, cachet 	 $52 .00
24 B242/6 Z WII 66/70) FDC, unaddressed, cachet	 $104 .00
25 B263/6 Z WII 81/5) FDC, registered, cachet 	 $36 .00
26 B272/6 Z WII 86/90) FDC, addressed, cachet 	 $26 .00
27 B297 (Z WII 102) Souvenir Sheet FDC, unaddressed, cachet	 $39 .00
28 C41 (Z F41) FDC, addressed, cachet ; cover soiled, light creases 	 $36 .00
29 B90 ( Z WII 1) B/4 on registered cover . Type B T-cancel . Stamps

canceled with a single centered ENGELBERG 29 .VI .38 cds ; est . . . $20/25 .00
30 B158/63 & 165 (Z WI 117/20 & WII 30/1 & 33) Stamps nicely tied

with 4 clear cds FRIBOURG 30 .XI .46 ; FDC for Pro Juventute	 $57 .00
31 Lot of 7 postage due covers and fronts from 1950s and 1960s.

All with circled-T marks ; est	 $25/30 .00
32 Lot of 6 picture postcards with military cancels ; five from

the WW I period, one from 1943 ; est	 $30 .00
33 Package Card with Z 179, 163, 202, 216v & 217v . From Bern to Yale

University Library, New Haven CT. Post Mark 17 .X .40 . Stamps
catalog 92 .50 SFr . Card folded twice, one affects 216v ; est	 $40/50 .00
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Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est

KZ - KZ - KZ - KZ - KZ - KZ

34 (Z K22) Unused VLH, VF 	 $27 .50
35 (Z K23) Used, cds, F/VF 	 $3 .25
36 (Z Z11) Used B/6 includes Z11, cds, VF 	 $39 .00
37

	

Z Z13/5) Mint NH, F/VF	 $14 .50
38

	

Z Z14) Used B/4 including Z14, cds cancels 	 $5 .25
39

	

Z Z14 ) Used, cds, VF	 $5 .25

ERRORS - ERRORS

40 86a (Z 70D) Used Pf .2b curved line across stamp; F, cds	 $58 .50
41 C27/34 (Z F27/34) Used, F/VF, corner cds ; C29 White Roof Variety . $68 .00

PTT SAMMELBLATTERS - PTT SAMMELBLATTERS
The next four lots are PTT-Sammelbatters (collection Sheets).

Catalog prices from ERSTTAG- UND SPEZIALKATALOG.

42 #278 1973 Pro Juventute set 	 $4 .55
43 #288 1974 Pro Juventute set 	 $4 .55
44 #293 1975 Pro Patria set	 $4 .55
45 #296 1975 Pro Juventute set 	 $5 .00

LIECHTENSTEIN - LIECHTENSTEIN

46 132/5 (Z 122/5) Unused LH, F/VF	 $7 .00
47 237 Z227) Mint NH, VF	 $5 .00
48 356 Z 348) Mint NH, F/VF	 $364 .00
49 395 Z 384) Mint NH, complete sheet of 4 	 $45 .50
50 424 Z 415) Mint NH Souvenir Sheets ; 5 copies	 $16 .25
51 505 (Z 503) Mint NH Souvenir Sheet 	 $3 .90
52 J13/20 (Z P13/20) Mint NH, F/VF	 $78 .00
53 015 (Z D 15) Unused hinge rem., F, thin ; catalog SFr . 70 .-, est	 $10 .00
54 Lot : 21 mint B/4 between #409 & #433 ; catalog SFr . 91 .20, est . . $20/25 .00
55 Lot of 20 used all with cds, VF . Catalog SFr . 67 .- . Includes

(Z 5/9, 340/1, W 27/8) ; est	 $15 .00
56 Lot of 12 mint NH, VF . Includes (Z 286/9, 343 & 344) catalog

SFr . 71 .- ; est	 $15/20 .00

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

57 B187/90 (Z WI 129/32) Used B/4 ; single centered light BERN cds, VF $70 .00
58 C7 (Z F7) Unused, light hinge, VF	 $23.50
59 C15 (Z F13) Unused LH, VF	 $156.00
60 Lot of 87 (41 different) stamps with T-cancels . Catalog £106 .40

in 1986 Amateur Collector . Most on piece, interesting ; est	 $75 .00
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Zeigler Varieties

	

Bob Zeigler
Four New Retouches on Simplon Tunnel Issue of 1956

I have been fortunate to find several retouches on this stamp (Z
325) which I do not believe have been described before . The latest
Zumstein Specialized Catalog (1982) describes only two retouches:
Ret . 1 on the upper edge and Ret. 2, the well-known large retouch
between the tunnel and the tip of the tower, shown below.

The first retouch that I found is a banana-shaped 3mm area to
the right of the bow trolley on top of the train (Fig . 3). The next
is a small 1mm area under the tunnel entrance and just to the left
of the left corner of the tower roof (Fig . 4).

Figure 3

	

Figure 4

Another in the green print may be found along the bottom edge
just above the letter V (Fig. 5) . Another in the gray print, may be
found on the shadowed (left) side of the left-hand tower (Fig . 6).

Figure 5

	

Figure 6

Figure 1; Retouch 1 Figure 2 ; Retouch 2
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Insider Trading in Swiss Stamps?

	

Henry Ratz

The tempest in a teapot still rages in Swiss collector circles over
the very secretive way the Swiss PTT produced and distributed a
makeup run in 1984 of the 2 .50 Fr . rooster (Z 542x) on a non-
standard paper, as well as over the issuance in 1987 of the 25c in
super-coils of 10,000 stamps without control numbers on the gum
side to a select group of mail-order houses . Both were unannounced
to the general public and the philatelic public in particular.

Since the discovery of these two events, the blood pressure of a
few collectors has indeed risen . Especially those faithful decade-
long subscribers to new issues with the PTT in Bern, who year after
year pour millions of francs into the state coffers for average new
stuff, yet are excluded every time when something happens that
really counts . Quite understandably they felt cheated again ; and all
that nonsense about time constraints, technical necessities, cumber-
some communications, etc ., that were cited as reasons for the lack
of notification, somehow fall far short in explaining why these
stamps were not delivered and made available to either the regular
subscribers or, with a minimum effort, to customers at philatelic
centers throughout Switzerland.

In a recent issue of the SchweizerBriefmarken Zeitung (SBZ #4,
1988, pp . 139-140), the press service of the PTT tried to calm the
spirits by offering more prose justifying their actions in the above
two cases . It's titled, "Das Liebe (Briefmarken-) Papier," which
translates as "The Beloved (Stamp-) Paper ." The writer, unsigned,
takes issue with the assertion made by some collectors that there was
considerable insider knowledge involved again . This specific point,
and the fact that it was raised and responded to by the PTT, strikes
me as rather funny . All the denials in the world will not change
the facts that an operation such as changing paper involves a long
line of operating people and managers with specific insider
knowledge . The majority will treat this as any other event in their
daily routine because they are either non-collectors or disciplined
employees adhering to the strict rules and guidelines governing their
employment within the PTT's stamp printing operation . But there
are less scrupulous individuals and it's a foregone conclusion that 25
years from now, all the fancy and "seldom offered" rare first day
covers appearing on the Swiss auction scene with any combination
of #542x will make liars of the Swiss PTT Pressedienst . If you
have any doubt, take a look at some of the very expensive modern
FD covers that are dotting the current Swiss auction catalogs, all
courtesy of insider knowledge, with the fanciest coming from the
typewriter of the King of the Hill, Hans Gaudard, former head of
stamp production at the PTT. Others originated with people
involved in the Postal Museum, only a few steps away from the
stamp printing plant, or involve Bernese stamp dealers with good
connections. Almost exclusively, these rare FDCs feature stamps
where the paper or the color of the ink has been changed for a new
printing, and all without advance, public announcement.
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As to whether there will be a better solution in the future was,
unfortunately, not addressed in that PTT press release . In typical
"governese," they reserve the right to leave all doors open.

Here are a few examples from the privileged and in the know.
(The Swiss word for it is Vetterliwirtschaft, or nepotism .) Don't get
me wrong, the world would not be better without these covers ; they
would do quite nicely in my collection . But their commercial aspect
and the undeserved monetary reward to their perpetrators or estates,
is not in line with fine democratic principles . I hope that doesn't
sound like too much sour grapes.

Zumstein #141y, block-of-four sold recently for 2000+ Fr . A
makeup run with a change of paper from grilled to regular gum.
Very scarce on cover, these are probably the only ones with a FD
cancel. Judging by the R-label numbers, there were at least 15
combinations manufactured.

Top right; Zumstein #242y, FDC, sold recently for 6000 Fr .,
color change. Incidentally, in the Helvetia catalog, the FD date
(22 .VIII .1939) is wrong; it is 14.XII.1939.

Bottom right; two K36 tête-bêches on rare FDC . Prior to 1948,
there were no release dates for booklets . It was left to a very few,
like Mr. Gaudard's office which made this one, to create FDCs.
Produced in Bern, shipped or carried to Schwyz, and sent to a
cousin/friend . This was a color and paper change ; price: 1200 Fr.
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On the next page, Zumstein #216w - 218w, three FD covers, a
result of a paper change . Recent price was 27,600 Fr . for the set,
which would indicate extreme rarity ; that is, only Mr . Gaudard had
any. The control numbers on the R-labels would point to six in
existence.
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Note : All of these examples (except PJ #93) are from the auction catalogs of Chiani,
November 1987 and Rapp, June 1988.
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Above; PJ #93 and #93/A .9, FDC, two different papers, the
latter with 80,000 copies vs . 3,100,000 of the regular . You figure
the odds you would face as an ordinary person obtaining through
normal purchases both types of paper within two hours of their
release (POs open at 0800h, cover canceled at 1000h).

Above; Zumstein #257, another rare FDC from the offices of
Mr. Gaudard. A result of a new printing with a different ink,
reddish-brown in this case . Recent price of 5000 Fr . Prepared in
Bern, shipped or carried to Basel the day before as it's canceled
0800h (or Bern was repairing that Basel cancel this very same date).

This time the production of booklets was right on the heels of
regular sheet production and were released seven days later.
Gaudard's office was up to the task and produced the next FDC
with gutter pairs; price: 2400 Fr. Again, a paper and ink change.
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The previous set from the 1963 postal history and monument
series shows the first eight stamps printed on granite paper with
luminous tagging . They were released secretly to a few post offices
around Bern, for testing new machinery, early in the afternoon on
October 3, 1963 . As the examples show (all produced by the same
person), someone close to the trough did not think much of the
directives regarding this practice . By 1400h, the first one was
already canceled at one office and the others were walked to other
POs until 1900h. Zumstein refers to this episode as an indiscretion
which forced the PTT to release them all the following day . FDCs
of October 3rd are worth four or five times more than those of
October 4th; with the above going for 2000 Fr.

As mentioned in Tell #3, 1984 (cover and editorial), the original
Villars-sur-Ollon K-cancel is the rarest publicity cancel . Within a
couple of weeks of its debut on November 14, 1942, it was pulled
out of use and returned to Bern for modification . Specifically, to
remove seven short horizontal lines forming a small cloud . It is
believed that the above cover is one of several produced by or for
Mr. Gaudard after the return of the handcanceler and just before
the engraver sunk his chisel into it to remove that objectionable
cloud. In any event, it's worth between 3000-4000 francs. No
paper change here, but insider knowledge of short usage and an
imminent design change. Interestingly enough, there have been
several Ks in use for shorter periods than K13 here, and none have
reached such lofty prices . Most notably, Schaffhausen's K151a was
in use for only one day . But by then, cancel subscription services
were in place, at the PTT in Bern and the Cancel Collectors Society,
which enabled collectors to participate in these abnormalities.
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This cover represents the ne plus ultra of insider knowledge as
practiced by Mr . Gaudard . It's doubly interesting in the context of
the statement in that PTT press release that there can't be any talk
of insider knowledge . Well fellows, this cover was reproduced in an
auction firm advertisement only a few pages away in that same issue
of the SBZ, touting that its starting price was 3000 Fr . and that it
was hammered down for 12,000 Fr . plus 15%, or 14,375 Fr.

While it's probably underpriced for strict reasons of scarcity, it
has a bad smell because of the way it was manufactured by the big
boss . As a philatelic object, it's as bad as the covers smuggled onto
the moon by astronauts Scott, Warden and Irvin, at taxpayer expense
and to great personal profit.

First, there was this great gala affair that took place in Bern on
Sunday, September 7, 1941, to celebrate the 750th anniversary of
Bern's participation in the Swiss Confederation . Among the 800+
guests invited were the who's who of Bern's substantial bureaucratic,
political and business circles . The GD of the PTT gave each guest
a memento: a handsome souvenir booklet containing two
blocks-of-four of #253, one perforated and canceled with the FD date of

6.IX.41, and one -- consternation! -- one imperforate and uncan-
celed, but glued to the booklet page . Most recipients, being non-
collectors, paid little attention, but the firestorm from philatelic
circles was immediate, and it was fierce . Everyone felt cheated, as
there were strict rules and warnings of civil prosecution against
anyone releasing such items as imperforate printer's waste, etc . But,
when you want to show off, the rules don ' t apply anymore . Similar
stunts occurred before for similar events : the imperforate #191-3,
the perforated but otherwise never released #165y, and #79C.
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The philatelists' first reaction was to ask for a reprint so that
everyone could have one . A pipe dream obviously, as there is no
such thing as an identical reprint . After collectors realized that no
one was going to follow up on that idea, they saw that the imper-
forates were valid for postage and the chase began . However, one
had to have connections, and by then the PTT's faux pas was widely
known and blown so out of proportion that most recipients of this
infamous booklet were hoping for astronomical future gains and
holding on to their precious possession . Well, the stamps, perforate
or imperforate, were only valid until the end of May the following
year and the number of broken up and canceled #253/A .9 remains
small and expensive . The uncanceled ones are in more plentiful
supply, although at 550 Fr. catalog value they defy normal
print-total/value analysis.

Mr. Gaudard, who probably fathered the imperforate
block-of-four to create rarities for a privileged few, made sure that he had
something no one else would have. He cut some of the blocks apart
and sent them through the FD canceling operation for the perforated
version of this stamp that took place at the Mobile Post Office the
day before . That operation probably took place days before because
most FD covers are prepared days and weeks in advance . Still, the
point is someone manufactured one or several FD covers of imper-
forates when no one in the collector's world even had a hint that
such an item existed. Pretty bold operator, Mr . Gaudard . Maybe
he willed all of his fancy covers to charity.

I think the cover below is more legitimate . With an imperforate
block-of-four, it's overfranked by 10c for the local service.
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Acid Adhesives on Swiss Covers

	

Henry Ratz

Seldom has an invention created so much harm to philatelists as
the introduction of self-sealing envelopes . Patented as "Autofix,"
Swiss patent # 168456, by Goessler of Zürich in the late 1930s, it
is, in my opinion, one of the most self-destructive materials ever
introduced into Swiss philately . It's a disaster of the greatest
magnitude and smacks of total irresponsibility. The adhesive must
have been brewed by the same guys who created DDT!

They are still around (with or without modified adhesives) . They
were used extensively for FDCs and for special events by collectors,
societies, and the PTT . As the sample here shows, by now the acid
in the adhesive has oxidized severely, creating a dirty brown stain
and then starts to bleed through to the front if you leave the flaps
closed. In another 30-50 years, you or your descendants will be
able to trash all these nice covers . [The adhesive is a latex base
which eventually decomposes to form lactic acids . Ed.)

I urge you, in your interests and those of future philatelists, to
find these covers and remove their backs . Take a razor blade, a
steel straightedge, two deep breaths, and lower the boom on them.
Never mind the old myth that covers without backs are worthless;
if you don't do this now, time will ravage them far worse! -"
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Suggestions From The Associate Editor Felix Ganz

In every field there is a law of supply and demand, and that
applies particularly to hobbies such as stamp collecting . Stamp
collectors come in all states of achievement : from total beginner to
seasoned know-it-all and have-it-all . But unless you have inherited
a complete collection (is there such a thing?) and have decided not
to do anything with it except to look at it once in a while, or unless
you have no other ambition than to keep up, year after year, with
the new issues, then you will need to make contacts with others who
share your interests.

Some of you may do this by way of club auctions and some may
make use of our circuits . Both of these offer a lot of material
though not always in the quality you may wish to have. Some of
you may also trade directly with each other or with friends overseas.
And still others may receive the regular new issue subscriptions
from the philatelic agency.

One way to add to your collection is to establish contact with a
dealer or an auction house here or abroad, and fortunately most
dealers in Switzerland and Liechtenstein stock and sell quality
material -- usually much better than what you find in circuit books,
and usually very competitive in price . That same statement applies
to specialty dealers and auctioneers in other countries, including our
own. All you need to do is to try such a new source once in order
to find out the degree of satisfaction you may, or rather, will get.

Our Tell does have a number of professional stamp dealer
advertisers and instead of just looking at their offerings, try a letter
listing a few wishes. You will need to establish credibility with
those advertisers and it helps to say that you are a member of AHPS
(give your membership number).

We are trying to solicit new firms to advertise in Tell, and you
will see the results in issues to come (we hope) . But unless they
feel that their advertisements in Tell are paid for by additional
sales, they will stop advertising and we shall face higher member-
ship dues, fewer Tell pages, and other limitations.

Recently, I sent a list of wishes (none of which were exquisitely
dear and costly) to a new Tell advertiser . My wishes concerned
material from Campione d'Italia, the Italian enclave in Ticino
Canton which issued its own stamps at the end of WW II (and
beyond) when it was cut off from Royal Italy . Campione material
in this country is extremely tough to find because Scott does not list
it and most dealers don't even know that Campione existed.

Well, two weeks after the request had been sent off, a very
weighty envelope arrived with about twelve pieces (entire cards and
letters) of which some were not philatelic in nature and which fit
very well into my collection. Goal at least partially achieved, and
two people pleased.

I know of another AHPS member. who tackled three dealers in
Switzerland with a variety of postal stationery requests -- none easy
to fulfill -- and was almost inundated with choice material, giving
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him the chance to compare and select the best as well as the least
expensive from all three.

You may be most favorably surprised when you compare some
of our advertisers' net prices with those you find at stamp bourses
in this country, especially when it concerns covers or less than
common material . US dealers at bourses, with rare exception, guess
at cover prices. European dealers follow (and even give discounts
from) prices found in Swiss specialty catalogs, and they do not send
you ratty covers at inflated prices as so often happens at bourses.

Certainly it is always possible (and a huge thrill) to find a
misnamed or misclassified item at an uninformed dealer's booth ; but
you may also find that you will possibly fall for a `bargain' which
then turns out to be a forgery . When you deal with a reputable
dealer, such as our advertisers, you will not be taken. You can
return the merchandise sent to you if it is not what you expected;
but you, in turn, will be on your honor as well.

Try it -- you may like it and get a new charge for your hobby.
By the way, if you speak only English, don't fret ; English is
understood and spoken by a great majority of dealers abroad.

Ad Astra '89 -- National Aero- & Astrophilatelic
Exhibition in Zürich, October 19-22, 1989

The Swiss Aerophilatelic Society, in collaboration with the Society
of Space Philatelists, is planning for an Aero-Astro-Exhibition,
"Ad Astra '89", in Zürich next year . Although this exhibition is of
national level, a certain number of exhibits from foreign exhibitors
will be accepted. But no limitations will be imposed on entries
from members of the AHPS since the AHPS is affiliated with the
Swiss Union of Philatelic Societies (VSPhS)! There is only on
stipulation for AHPS members : they must have participated with
their exhibit at a national exhibition in the USA.

If you are interested in exhibiting at "Ad Astra '89" please
contact Roland F . Kohl, General Commissioner Ad Astra '89, PO
Box 1359, CH-8058 Zürich-Airport, Switzerland.

Replicas are Fakes!

	

Steven S . Weston

The West German firm, ProPhil Forum, has introduced a new
series of philatelic replicas (fakes) which includes the 1960 Liech-
tenstein Europa issue, of which a block of four is offered on first-
day covers (faked) in a quantity of 30 identical items in a paper
bag. Previous replicas (fakes) of concern to Swiss collectors include
Swiss cantonals with Double Genevas, Basel Doves, etc ., as well as
other early Swiss items . It seems that this company is flourishing
and will continue to print anything and everything that is in
demand. Why would anyone want to buy replicas (fakes) unless it's
to deceive (rob) collectors; why else would someone buy 30 replicas
(fakes) in a bag for DMk 600! Let's stop this nonsense.
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50th Anniversary Convention

	

Harlan Stone

Everyone who attends the 50th anniversary luncheon that AHPS
will hold at SEPAD on Saturday, October 22, at 12 :30 pm, will
receive a special gift, the May 1947 issue of USA-Switzerland --
Review of Trade . Industry and Culture, a monthly magazine
published by Wiba Ltd . of Basel . This issue, 90 percent in English,
commemorates the centenary of US stamps . It includes color-
illustrated articles on the centenary of Swiss stamps, Swiss stamp
engraving and printing, Courvoisier stamp designs and production,
the 1947 maiden flight of Swissair from Geneva to New York, and
Liechtenstein stamps . Bound into the magazine is a PTT collection
sheet bearing the 1946 mobile post office stamp (Zumstein 276)
postmarked with various dates.

Our guest of honor, Sophie Buser, is contributing the copies of
this valuable addition to your Swiss philatelic library, which she has
held in storage since its publication . I will reserve copies in the
order you send word you plan to attend. The price of the luncheon,
expected to be about $15, will be payable that day, with the final
attendance figure determining the exact amount.

The SEPAD exhibits chairman reports that he has already
received seven entries for displays of Strubels, Sitting Helvetias,
Cross & Figures, air mails, Bundesfeier cards, officials, internment
camp mail, and "Fondue ." AHPS member Bob Zeigler will be a
member of the judging panel.

Our convention also includes an informal group dinner that
Friday evening, a public slide program on a panorama of Swiss
stamps and postal history on Saturday at 11 am, and a combination
business/bourse/brunch gathering for social and philatelic exchanges
on Sunday from 8 to 11 am . Plan on bringing your Swiss, Liech-
tenstein and related stamps and philatelic literature duplicates for
our private bourse, to supplement the action we are encouraging the
SEPAD dealers to provide.

All SEPAD and AHPS events are at the Sheraton Valley Forge
Hotel and Convention Center, North Guelph Road and First
Avenue, King of Prussia PA 19406 (just north of Exit 36 on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike), 215-337-2000 or 800-325-3535 . The
SEPAD room rate is $55 for a single or double.

My address for the luncheon sign-up is PO Box 299, Summit NJ
07901 ; or call him at home: 201-377-7322.

The following table corrects and clarifies a portion of the table published on page 51
in Tell, March 1988.

Swiss Internal Prepaid Postage Rates
Domestic
Letter

Local
Letter

Post
Card

Printed
Matter

July 1, 1862 10c/10g 5c/10g 2c/15g
Oct . 1, 1870 10c/10g 5c/10g 5c 2c/15g
Sep . 1, 1871 10c/15g 5c/15g " 2c/40g
Oct . 1, 1872 2c/50g
Dec . 1, 1891 10c/250g 5c/250g
Feb . 1, 1915 8c/50g
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Sales Circuit Notes

Fifteen circuits were mailed in the first half of 1988 . In the past
few months we've added over a dozen new buyers . Sales are brisk.

Buyers: The Swiss Franc has recently been trading at just under
70 cents, a slight improvement over what we've seen . However, this
will not have any negative effect on the price of Swiss material
bought in the US since many dealers are still trying to increase their
prices to match European prices . If you can buy Swiss material
here at "US prices," do it. You should understand that good quality
frequently sells at full catalog value. And in the case of some
items, such as Strubels with four complete frame lines and margins,
the price can be a multiple of full catalog value.

Sellers: I have not encouraged submitting Liechtenstein material
because we had few buyers . Recently, we've acquired several new
buyers and have just completed a successful circuit of FL material,
so sales books of Liechtenstein stamps are now welcome . Still
needed is Swiss material in all categories except semi-postals and
post-1960 FDCs . Better covers are especially desired.

Everybody: I will be in Europe from August 23rd until October
5th. Circuit mail will be picked up daily and handled in order of
receipt when I return. During my absence circuits in transit should
be handled promptly, as usual . I expect to be at SEPAD and will
have a substantial amount of circuit book material and more for sale
at our private bourse and trading session . Hope to see you there.

Emil L. Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)

New Members

2304 Verena Baird, Florida 2305 Norman Benke, California
2306 Junius David, Jr ., NC 2307 Donald Edgar, Maine
2308 Julian Giorgi, Quebec 2309 Howard McDermott, Minn.
2310 John Raine, Iowa 2311 Donal Van Curler, Mich.
2312 Edwin Wade, Illinois 2313 Matthew Laubitz, New York
2314 Marcel Schlatter, NJ 2315 Ethan Davis, New Jersey
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Book Review

	

Steven S. Weston

Handbuch + Spezialkatalo g: ATM + SFS Schweiz ; Josef Schalch;
1988. Handbuch: iv+214 pages; illus . ; AS format, 4-ring binder; SFr
65.- . Spezialkatalog : 59 pages; illus .; A5 format, comb bound and
4-hole punched for binder; SFr 13 .- . Available from J . Schalch,
Postfach 4, CH-8862 Schübelbach, Switzerland.

Josef Schalch, a Swiss dealer specializing in ATMs (Automaten-
marke, what we call Framas) and SFS (Schalterfreistempel, meter
franking dispensed at the postal counter), has produced a catalog
and handbook that will answer virtually any question you may have
about these items. Both works are written in German, but a non-
speaker should have no trouble understanding how these items are
classified due to the wealth of illustrations, tables, and diagrams.
However, some German is needed to fully enjoy the descriptions of
the ATM and SFS varieties and their causes.

The special catalog, which is to be published periodically, is
basically a net pricing guide and is divided into two sections . The
first part is a standard catalog of mint, used and used on cover
prices in Swiss Francs for the seven basic ATM types and three SFS
types. This is similar to the ATM listing in the Zumstein Catalog
although the prices are generally higher . The second part provides
more detailed pricing which includes subtypes, varieties, FDCs,
mixed franking and more.

It's surprising to see prices of more than SFr 2000 on items less
than ten years old and many items are simply listed as LP (Lieb-
haberpreis, fancy price) . The collecting of ATMs and SFS have
experienced increasing popularity among collectors of German
speaking countries and I believe these prices show that demand.
Some have predicted that prices will nose-dive someday, but then
again they may also sky-rocket should English speaking collectors
embrace these items in the future . Without this catalog, uninformed
owners of such material could sell it a fraction of what a given
piece is actually worth.

The Handbook, which does not provide prices, presents virtually
everything you would ever need to know about ATM and SFS items.
Chapters include ATM types, mixed value number sizes, ATM
varieties, SFS types, SFS varieties, a description of inking ribbons
used, the papers used, and a history of ATM and SFS machines.
Copiously illustrated with examples, diagrams and tables, the
Handbook should leave few questions unanswered and is indispens-
able for anyone wishing to specialize in these items.

The Handbook was well conceived in design but somewhat
flawed in production . The printing cannot be faulted . However,
the four-ring binder is of the D-ring type which makes turning the
pages somewhat difficult . This is exacerbated by the stiff chapter
separators . It's also heavy and postage charges will be substantial.
One hopes that a spiral bound version will be forthcoming.
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POSTMARKS

Closed post offices:
Boudry Gare CFF (29 .5.1988) 2401 Les Frêtes (1 .7 .1988)
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"Schnapszahl" occurred 8 .8 .88 and a special K-
cancel for Heiligkreuz (Mels) was put into
service to handle the thousands of cancel re-
quests to be serviced in the town with the
postcode of "8888 ." Things were, I'm sure,
busy . Perhaps you can add you bit by ordering
one for yourself for SFr . 2.60; address your
request to Phil-Aktion 8 .8.88, Heiligkreuz with
payment via Postcheck account 70-7887-8.
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